


Media Interview
Sina Economy magazine [華人經濟]
Mr. Chan Che Keung ,the president of [C&K Engineering Company] was visited by the Commerce and Economic 
Development Bureau of the Hong Kong for one of the very few factory located in Hong Kong and stayed in Hong Kong when 
everyone moved their factories into China . But he strongly assisted that the Q.C. and the after sales service is the most 
important part of our products so he Q.C. all the product himself .In 2010 , Mr. Chan was interviewed by Sina Economy 
magazine for his passion in label printing machine.

Mr. Chan always has his passion in machinery so he started his business by trading and self study new technology everyday when he was a teenage. By trying 
and fail and never give up spirit in mind , finally he invented his first ALC-103 Ultrasonic label cold and hot cutting machine , because there were a great 
demand of this in the 90s, this machine were used by 90% of the Hong Kong and China’s garment market.



About C&K Engineering Company
Before [C&K Trading Company] , our company was named [AMC] , We registered another company [C&K 
Engineering Company] in 2005.
We had been the leading label printing company for 20+ years .Mr. Chan had manufactured the first ALC-103 
Ultrasonic label cold and hot cutting machine which was computer setting and only needed 5 button but had 20 
function to work with, the selling point was it is easy for one worker to control 2 machines as the same time.
His 3 color flexographic high speed label printing machine SK2001R both were very popular. We sold about 70-80 
per model a year. We now have factories in Hong Kong, Malaysia and our main office is in Hong Kong, and offices 
in Malaysia (Penang) and China (Panyu, Guangzhou)

And now, we have new generation for our hot and cold label cutting machine CKLC-12. In addition we have other 
model that has di�erent functions such as Ultrasonic label cut and fold machine ALF-300S, Ultrasonic label cutting 
machine ALC-108A and Ultrasonic Label Cutting Machine CKUC-13.
Our 3 color (SK2001R) 4 colors (SK3001R) 、 5 colors (SK4001R) 、6 color (SK4002R) 、 8 color (SK6002R) �exographic 
high speed label printing machine had upgraded and we o�er more option for our customers.





[CKUC-13]

印嘜單切機 (冷切，冷熱切) - [CKLC-12]
Label Cutting Machine (Cold Cut, Hot and Cold Cut)
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(以50mm對摺後長度計算)

280PIECES PER MINUTE(280 pieces per min. @50mm fold length)


















